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OUR PASSIONS
ARE YOUR COMFORT

A piece of furniture is never just a piece of furniture. Each indoor 

and outdoor design is the beautiful result of an extensive process 

involving hundreds of considerations. Behind every curve and 

angle, every textile, metal, stone, and polymer, behind size ratios 

and colour palettes lie the creativity and unwavering dedication 

of experienced professionals. 

Explore collections of modern classics pivoting on intriguing 

design, impeccable functionality, and high-quality materials. 

Each piece reflects our devotion to making furniture and lighting 

an ever aesthetic, practical, and comfortable experience. And 

rightfully so.

Evoking deep feelings, furniture and lighting unavoidably speaks 

to the senses. Like constant sources of inspiration, shapes, 

sizes, and contrasts inevitably engender an emotional response. 

Consequently, the objects surrounding and supporting us 

constitute an essential share of our personal expression. 

Whether as a declaration in the professional space or lovingly 

backdropping precious memorabilia at home, furniture, 

lighting, and outdoor objects reflects who we are, and what we 

communicate. To the outside world – and to ourselves. 
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ACORN
lamp

Designed by TOOLS®

Designed for an exclusive appearance the ravishing characteristic 

of the Acorn is its beautiful glass dome. With its industrial edge 

the Acorn lamp is reminiscent of an old-fashioned tube amplifier. 

Created to emit the soft, decorative lighting of a candle, Acorn 

will provide a mood enhancing glow for bookshelves, lounge and 

resting areas, cosy corners, or a bedside. 

The dome is available in a dusty blue or a pearl beige. 

Complementing the texture of the shiny glass is a matte base 

and soft fabric cord. Delicate spiral filaments add an air of Danish 

hygge to the durable LED bulb with a lifetime of 20,000 hours – 

corresponding to 2.5 years if the lamp is never switched off.

6
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YUUGA
chair collection

Designed by TOOLS®

Our take on a modern classic, the Yuuga chair is crafted from 

form pressed oak veneer upholstered with smooth leather. Oozing 

Scandinavian minimalism the Yuuga chair is reminiscent of the 

eponymous shell behind the design. 

Feeling at ease frees up energy, and these understated designs 

will keep visitors comfortable for hours on end. This makes Yuuga 

chairs natural motivators in any space – around the dining or 

meeting room table, by the workstation, or in the living room. 

Displaying subtle luxury, a collection of Yuuga chairs for the 

dining or meeting room creates a strong visual effect. Instantly 

encouraging moments of reflection and unwinding, the wide 

embrace of the lounge chair makes an unforgettable impression. 

The high bar stool adds sophistication to a kitchen island or 

workstation. 

Yuuga chairs are an investment in life’s most inspirational 

moments – in the company of inspirational others. 

11
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EMENDO
lamp collection

Designed by Hans Thyge & Co

Emendo is a collection of table lamps inspired by 

the majestic elegance of a tree. These sleek styles 

have been named after the design process: Denoting 

improvement, Emendo is all about optimising 

functionality and aesthetics. Accordingly, Emendo’s 

timeless design has been stripped of all redundant 

features. The result is a fusion of poise and efficiency. 

Created to serve your need for brightness at the 

desk, in the hallway, or on the bookshelf, the Emendo 

lamp is easily operated by a touch function on the 

base. Accommodating any atmosphere, the lamp is 

dimmable with three different brightness settings. 

Emendo is available as a classic table lamp and in 

two smaller variants: A rechargeable lamp or with an 

enlarged base offering cordless recharging of your 

mobile devices. 
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DOSINA
chair collection

Design by THOMAS PEDERSEN

19

Inspired by the aethereal beauty of the dosinia clam shell, the natural 

elegance of the Dosina chair creates a calming atmosphere, whether in 

the dining room or meeting room. Indulge in simplicity with Dosina’s 

clean oak veneer shell and powder-coated steel frame.

Well-proportioned bar stools for the kitchen island or office workstation 

will perfect a cohesive aesthetic expression. Multiple variations ensure 

that Dosina easily adapts to the size and design of the room and of the 

table which it complements. 

Signifying serious business, armchairs add a touch of formality to the 

interior design. Leather seats constitute a textural contrast to smooth 

oak. Facilitating the need for extra chairs all Dosina styles a stackable.
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SMILE
shelving system

Designed by TOOLS®

Smile is an elegant, modular shelving system designed to meet 

every need for display. Created with optimal flexibility and 

functionality in mind, Smile enables you to create bespoke shelf 

solutions tailored to match any type and size of space – from office 

hallway to living room corner. 

The understated aesthetic expression of the Smile shelving system 

will bring attention to your books, boxes, and memorabilia. Easy 

to assemble Smile consists of removable powder-coated shelves 

in pleasant hues, supported by slender wall uprights crafted from 

natural or smoked oak. 

The shelves curve towards the back, hereby gently preventing 

your favourite possessions from scratching. Shelves can be moved 

around the modular system without need for extra brackets or pins.
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COMBO
chair

Designed by ARDE

The Combo chair makes a distinctive appearance. An almost 

sculptural design with organic elements suggesting tranquillity. 

Like hands interlocking, the lower and upper part of the 

back support each other and smoothly follow the lines of the 

person resting against it. This way, the Combo design ensures 

comfortable seating. 

The Combo was designed to make life a little easier. The legs 

elegantly sway with the shape of the seat allowing effortless 

stacking. Available in three pure nuances and two upholstered 

styles the Combo will adapt to any space and environment. 
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Taffel is a collection of extendable tables hiding space for a 

good time. Suitably, the name is a Danish derivation of the 

Latin word tabula, meaning table or board. In Danish, taffel 

refers to a festive dinner. Taffel lives up to its name thanks 

to integrated extension plates, quickly enabling comfortable 

seating for a larger gathering. 

With a tabletop crafted from plywood and linoleum the Taffel 

acknowledges the imperative need to include sustainable and 

organic materials in modern interior design. 

Possessing an industrial edge with clean dimensions and 

stringent lines, the Taffel is a nod to the traditions of 

architectural functionalism. The table is light and slender, 

enhanced by its width of 90cm. This makes Taffel suitable for 

smaller spaces and as a desk. The higher version makes for 

an ideal workstation or even a room dividing meeting table in 

open space offices. 

TAFFEL
table

Designed by THOMAS PEDERSEN

30
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We live in a world of visual nourishment. To many of us, the 

tv an essential part of home life. A social glue providing the 

entertainment for movie nights and binge watching among 

family and friends – and a source for solitary unwinding and 

regaining strength. The Carry tv stand was designed to facilitate 

any occasion for spending time in front of the flat screen. 

The stand performs a decorative, yet very basic task. With 

its slender, tacit elegance, the Carry can be moved around as 

required. This allows for a more flexible interior layout than a 

wall-mounted tv. Offering wide support, the stand can be used 

for flat screens from 40” to 65”. The screen is held in place by 

two stylish leather straps. 

CARRY
TV stand

Designed by 3Part
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With a name reflecting its ability to infuse light and warmth, the 

sculptural Radiant lamp creates a true Scandinavian ambience. 

Whether serving a relaxing evening of hygge on the terrace or 

balcony, or as a decorative light in the bookshelf or your favourite 

reading corner, the Radiant lamp combines decorative allure with 

contemporary edge. 

All Radiant LED lamps are rechargeable and thus extraordinarily 

flexible. Creating an inviting atmosphere indoor, the design’s 

characteristic wooden slats and base are highly durable, enabling 

the lamp to withstand everyday accidents at home among curious 

children and eager pets. The outdoor version of the coveted 

design is weatherproof and easily cleaned with slats in soft-

coloured plastic. 

Radiant lamps are available in three complementing sizes, all with 

three adjustable brightness levels. Indoor styles remain radiant for 

up to 33 hours, while the outdoor version will shine a light for 90 

impressive hours on a single battery charge. 

RADIANT
lamp collection

Designed by TOOLS®
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PHANTOM
sofa and armchair

Designed by TOOLS®

43

Inspired by the traditional conversation sofa, the Phantom 

collection encourages interaction. Originally, conversation 

furniture came to life when entertainment meant lively 

discussions with family and peers – and did not include tv or 

touch screens. 

With its strong, clean lines and pleasant textures the Phantom 

collection was reinvented for modern living. An ideal piece for 

any minimalist interior setup the airy Phantom sofa and armchair 

will invoke a sensation of calm in a private office, waiting room, 

and lounge area – or simply any home. 

The Phantom collection is crafted with legs and frame in solid 

oak, available in a natural oiled or softly smoked oak. Choose your 

conversation pieces among the collection’s armchair, two-seater 

and three-seater sofa, and elegant two-seater sofa with built-in 

end tables. 
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A symbiotic meeting between strict minimalism and soothing 

Danish hygge, Savoye tables aim to serve. Ideal as a coffee table, 

side table, or even a nightstand, a Savoye table will infuse any 

room with a sense of natural elegance. 

Inspired by the breath-taking Villa Savoye designed by Le 

Corbusier, the Savoye table combines timeless beauty with 

modern functionality. The tabletop celebrates natural materials 

and is available in a durable ceramic or solid oak of different hues. 

The light and clear-lined frame is crafted from powder-coated 

aluminium.

The modularity of the Savoye collection is an irresistible invitation 

to make creative combinations between sizes, shapes, colours, and 

materials – to be selected and treasured according to your desire.

SAVOYE
coffee table

Designed by ARDE

46
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The impressive Laze lounge chair reflects our ambition to add 

comfortable coolness to the living room or private office. A 

minimalist design of supreme functionality, allowing you to curl 

up or sit straight – depending on purpose and disposition. 

Featuring adjustable back and neck support Laze will adapt to 

any occasion – from silent moments of self-care to laid-back 

meetings. With subtle elegance a smooth leather strap enables 

multiple reclining positions. Add a matching stool for maximum 

self-indulgence.

LAZE
lounge chair and footstool

Designed by ARDE

50
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MORE
table

Designed by ARDE

More is more. Particularly for an extendable dining table offering 

the option of extra length. Accommodating sudden guests, the 

More table is easily extended to larger proportions even while set 

with dinnerware, glasses, and your culinary efforts. To add more 

space for visitors around the table, simply pull out the butterfly 

leaf discreetly hiding at one end the table. 

More may be more, but the minimalist design also proves that less 

is more. This lightweight, elegant design presents an oak veneer 

tabletop almost floating above the industrial frame. 
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QUAY
lamp collection

Designed by EVA SOLO

The right lighting is essential to setting the mood and bringing 

out a particular atmosphere. Bringing light contrasted by 

beautiful shadows the Quay collection is a proud representative 

of this claim. Elegantly understated, Quay lamps will have a 

defining impact on the interior decoration of any space.  

Inspired by the comforting appeal of a dome, the sculptural Quay 

collection is instantly attractive with a modern and charismatic 

statement. These powder-coated steel styles complement any 

room with a perfect trinity of light, shape, and functionality. 

Designed to be mixed within the collection Quay lamps make up 

an enticing, yet homogenous expression when arranged together. 

Select your favourite among floor lamps, table lamps, and 

pendants available in soothing, mutually complementing colours. 
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ROPE
mirror

Designed by TOOLS®

The epitome of Scandinavian minimalism the Rope design 

constitutes a simple, round mirror suspended from a clean-cut 

strap, cut from sturdy butt leather. A mirror is an indispensable 

interior accessory, whether as a functional item or a wall 

decoration for the hallway, bedroom, or bathroom. Adapting 

to any room or space, the Rope mirror is available in two, 

complementary sizes. 
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Nothing beats long evenings spent outdoor. SunLight lamps 

were created with the mesmerising beauty of Scandinavian 

light in mind. Designed for year-round outdoor use, these all-

weather lamps are 100% solar-powered. As cordless designs they 

are highly adaptable – allowing you to move the lamps around 

according to need and desire for ambient lighting in the garden, 

balcony, or sundeck.

SunLight lamps are decorative and energy-smart. All styles have 

built-in, concealed solar panels and attractive practical features: 

Dusk-to-dawn sensor switching on automatically as the sun sets, 

and power-conserving automatic switch-off after 6 hours. At full 

charge the lamps will stay energised for up to 20 hours. 

SUNLIGHT
lamp collection

Designed by TOOLS®

64
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SUNLIGHT BELL
lamp collection

Designed by TOOLS®

Combining all the charms of a table lamp, a decorative object, 

and climate-conscious design, the SunLight Bell is a versatile 

solar-powered outdoor lamp. A day of sunrays gathered in an 

understated glass-led design, guaranteeing a sunny atmosphere all 

through the night. 

The SunLight Bell is available in a small and a large model 

beautifully complementing each other, hereby creating a ravishing 

look in any outdoor setting – and in any number. Place a selection 

of different sizes on the dining table and around the garden or 

hang the frosted glass bells from a ribbon to add mesmerizing 

light to branches and bushes. 

This simple design makes adjusting the need for light around 

the garden or the patio an easy task. The SunLight Bell is 100% 

solar-powered, but elegantly designed with concealed solar cells. 

After a full day of sunshine, the bell will provide up to 20 hours of 

light. Use the integrated dusk-to-dawn sensor to turn on the bell 

automatically at sunset.
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SUNLIGHT LANTERN
lamp collection

Designed by TOOLS®

Make cosy garden nights last longer with an energy-efficient, 

simple solar lantern. The SunLight lantern distributes light in both 

upwards and downwards direction and will create a pleasant 

atmosphere in the garden, on the terrace, or balcony. The simple 

handle makes it possible to bring the light everywhere you go. 

Designed for year-long outdoor use this solar lantern is highly 

durable. The lantern is 100% solar-powered and possesses several 

attractive features: Three practical brightness settings, dusk-

to-dawn sensor making the lantern automatically turn on when 

darkness falls, and power-conserving automatic switch-off after 

6 hours. Recharge the lantern in the sun or use the supplied mini-

USB plug to keep your cosy lantern always close at hand. Fully 

charged the Solar Lantern lasts up to 20 hours.

Available in three different sizes, the SunLight solar lantern will 

infuse any outdoor environment with an ideal combination of 

Danish design, craftsmanship, and hygge. 

70
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FIRE PITS

Few things are cosier than gathering around a bonfire, unwinding 

in front of the soothing flames and intense heat. With sculptural 

aesthetics and outstanding functionality fire pits from Eva Solo 

are spectacular mood-makers and ravishing heaters for the 

garden or patio. 

Cleverly designed with a wind-shielding effect, our fire pits are 

modern family hearths infusing your outdoor environment with a 

cosy atmosphere to be savoured among loved ones. Embracing 

the beauty of all seasons, nearly all fire pits are all-weather 

designs welcoming year-round outdoor use. Over time, natural 

weathering of Corten steel designs will add a distinctive patina to 

the pleasant appearance of the fire pit. 

A fire pit can even be a source for memorable dinner moments. 

All fire pits from Eva Solo are available with optional steel grill 

grids quickly converting the fire pit into a barbecue. Simply place 

the grid in the pit, let the temperature climb - and you are all set 

to make a homecooked meal adorned with perfect grill marks.
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ACORN lamp  Designed by TOOLS®

Materials:
Cord length:
Socket type:

ACORN lamp Size

Acorn Table Lamp, Amber Ø 16 cm   H 21,5 cm

Acorn Table Lamp, Stone Ø 16 cm   H 21,5 cm

Mounting:
Material:
Colors:
Socket type: 

3 meter cord with matching canopy (Black, White and Stone) 
Powder coated steel
White | Black | Stone | Pine
E27 (light source not included)

QUAY lamp collection Size

Pendant Large, White Ø43 x H 23 cm

Pendant Large, Black Ø43 x H 23 cm

Pendant Large, Stone Ø43 x H 23 cm

Pendant Large, Pine Ø43 x H 23 cm

Pendant Small, White Ø22 x H 15 cm

Pendant Small, Black Ø22 x H 15 cm

Pendant Small, Stone Ø22 x H 15 cm

Pendant Small, Pine Ø22 x H 15 cm

Floor Lamp, White Ø21 x H 121 cm

Floor Lamp, Black Ø21 x H 121 cm

Floor Lamp, Stone Ø21 x H 121 cm

Floor Lamp, Pine Ø21 x H 121 cm

Table Lamp, White Ø16 x H 40 cm

Table Lamp, Black Ø16 x H 40 cm

Table Lamp, Stone Ø16 x H 40 cm

Table Lamp, Pine Ø16 x H 40 cm

QUAY lamp collection  Designed by EVA SOLO

Packing size: DxWxH

Acorn table lamp 29,5x28,5x22 cm

Packing size: DxWxH

Pendant Large 50x50x30,5 cm

Pendant Small 28x28x22 cm

Floor Lamp 26,5x26,5x123 cm

Table Lamp 49x29x29 cm

NEW

NEW

Mouthblown tinted glass, plastic
2,5 m
E14 (light source included)
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RADIANT lamp collection Size Material Cord length

Radiant LED battery lamp 25 cm, black Ø 11 cm H 25 cm Plastic 2,35 m

Radiant LED battery lamp 25 cm, dusty blue Ø 11 cm H 25 cm Plastic 2,35 m

Radiant LED battery lamp 25 cm, Pearl beige Ø 11 cm H 25 cm Plastic 2,35 m

RADIANT lamp collection  Designed by  TOOLS®

EMENDO lamp collection Size Material Cord length

Emendo table lamp, black Ø 24 x H 39 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

Emendo table lamp, cloud Ø 24 x H 39 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

Emendo table lamp, emerald Ø 24 x H 39 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

EMENDO lamp collection Size Material Cord length

Emendo LED battery table lamp, black Ø 13 x H 29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

Emendo LED battery table lamp, cloud Ø 13 x H 29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

Emendo LED battery table lamp, emerald Ø 13 x H 29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

Emendo LED battery table lamp, brass Ø 13 x H 29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

Emendo LED battery table lamp, chrome Ø 13 x H 29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 2 m

EMENDO lamp collection Size Material Cord length

Emendo lamp with Qi wireless charger, black 16x20x29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 1,8 m

Emendo lamp with Qi wireless charger, cloud 16x20x29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 1,8 m

Emendo lamp with Qi wireless charger, emerald 16x20x29 cm Aluminium, Plastic, Steel 1,8 m

Packing size: DxWxH

Emendo table lamp 30x30x45 cm

Emendo LED battery lamp 18,5x18,5x34 cm

Emendo lamp with Qi wireless charger Black 19x26,5x34 cm

Packing size: DxWxH

Radiant LED battery lamp 13x13x37 cm

Radiant LED battery lamp round 17x17x22 cm

Radiant LED battery lamp 25 cm 13x13x32 cm

EMENDO lamp collection  Designed by Hans Thyge & Co

RADIANT lamp collection Size Material Cord length

Radiant LED battery lamp, oak Ø 11 cm H 28,5 cm Oak natural 2,35 m

Radiant LED battery lamp, smoked oak Ø 11 cm H 28,5 cm Smoked oak 2,35 m

Radiant LED battery lamp round, oak Ø14 cm H 15 cm Oak natural 2,35 m

Radiant LED battery lamp round, smoked oak Ø14 cm H 15 cm Smoked oak 2,35 m

Power supply included

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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SUNLIGHT Size Material

SunLight garden spike Ø 13 x H 37 cm Plastic, Aluminium

SunLight pendant Ø 13 x H 14 cm Aluminium, Glass

SunLight table lamp Ø 13 x H 16 cm Plastic, Steel

SunLight lounge Ø 21 x H 24,5 cm Plastic, Steel

SunLight lounge Ø 28 x H 50,5 cm Plastic, Steel

SUNLIGHT BELL Size Material

SunLight Bell Ø 14 x H 20 cm Frosted glass, Aluminium, Plastic

SunLight Bell Ø 21 x H 30 cm Frosted glass, Aluminium, Plastic

SUNLIGHT LANTERN lamp collection Designed by TOOLS®

SUNLIGHT LANTERN Size Material

SunLight solar lantern Ø 19 x H 30 cm Plastic, powder-coated steel

SunLight solar lantern Ø 26 x H 43 cm Plastic, powder-coated steel

SunLight solar lantern tall Ø 28,5 x H 100 cm Plastic, powder-coated steel

ROPE mirror Designed by TOOLS®

ROPE mirror Size Material

Rope mirror small Ø 50 cm Alu hook  I  Leather strap

Rope mirror large Ø 70 cm Alu hook  I  Leather strap

Packing size: DxWxH

Rope mirror small 63x63x7 cm

Rope mirror large 80,5x80,5x7 cm

Packing size:  DxWxH

SunLight garden spike H 37cm  17,0x17,1x42,5 cm

SunLight pendant 17,8x17,8x 15,1 cm

SunLight table lamp H 16cm 13,9x13,9x17,4 cm

SunLight Lounge H 24,5 21,6x21,9x26,7 cm

SunLight Lounge H 50,5 28,7x28,3x 52,2 cm

Packing size:  DxWxH

SunLight Bell small 18,5x18,6x23,5 cm

SunLight Bell large 25,3x25,5x33,5 cm

Solar lantern H30 cm 19,6x19,8x32,2 cm

Solar lanterne H43 cm 26,8x27,1x45,0 cm

Sunlight lantern, tall 31,5x31,5x102,0 cm

NEW
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Veneer oak nature | Veneer oak black  
Veneer oak nature | Cognac leather
Veneer oak black | black leather

Seat & Back:
Seat upholstered: 
Legs:
Seat heights:

Gliders:
Packing: 
Test & certification:

Veneer oak nature laquered | Veneer oak black laquered 
Foam (optional CMHR foam – note on order)
Powder coated steel, black
Seat uph.: Dining 48 cm | Counter 68 cm | Bar 78 cm
Seat Veneer: Dining 45 cm | Counter 65 cm | Bar 75 cm
Plastic as standard. Felt gliders included in the box
Up to 2 pcs per box
EN 16139 - L2 Extreme use, FSC certified wood

Fast track: 
(stock) 

Veneer oak nature | Veneer oak black  
Veneer oak nature / Cognac ULTRA 
leather
Veneer oak black / Black ULTRA leather

Linking device
Linking device 
distance: 56 cm

>
POM

<
016

>
PO

M
<

01
6

DOSINA chair collection DxWxH Mtr.

Dining chair, nature 54,2x49,3x65 cm

Dining chair, black 54,2x49,3x65 cm

Dining chair w/armrest, nature 57,5x49,3x65 cm

Dining chair w/armrest, black 57,5x49,3x65 cm

Dining chair Seat uph., nature 54,2x49,3x65 cm 0,25 m2

Dining chair Seat uph., black 54,2x49,3x65 cm 0,25 m2

Dining chair Seat uph. w/armrest, black 57,5x99,3x65 cm 0,25 m2

Dining chair Seat uph. w/armrest, nature 57,5x99,3x65 cm 0,25 m2

Bar stool, nature 52,8x49,2x104 cm

Bar stool, black 52,8x49,2x104 cm

Bar stool seat uph., nature 52,8x49,2x104 cm 0,25 m2

Bar stool seat uph., black 52,8x49,2x104 cm 0,25 m2

Counter stool, nature 50x49,2x94 cm

Counter stool, black 50x49,2x94 cm

Counter stool seat uph. nature 50x49,2x94 cm 0,25 m2

Counter stool seat uph. black 50x49,2x94 cm 0,25 m2

Linking device

DOSINA chair collection   Designed by Thomas Pedersen

Seat:
Back:
Shell:
Legs:
Seat height: 
Seat depth:

Gliders:
Test & certification:

Foam
Foam
Veneer oak nature / lacquered I Veneer oak smoked / stained and lacquered
Solid oak nature / lacquered I Solid oak smoked / stained and lacquered
Counter Stool 65 cm | Bar Stool 75 cm | Dining Chair 45 cm | Lounge Chair 40 cm
Counter & Bar stool 35 cm | Dining Chair 38 cm | Lounge Chair 51 cm
Plastic
EN 16139 - L2 Extreme use, FSC® certified wood

Fast track: 
(stock)

Oak nature / Cognac ULTRA leather | Smoked oak / Black ULTRA leather

EVA SOLO YUUGA chair collection DxWxH Mtr.

Dining chair, oak smoked, leather black 43x49x78 cm 0,68 m2

Dining chair, oak nature, leather cognac 43x49x78 cm 0,68 m2

Lounge chair, oak smoked, leather black 75x80x74 cm 1,34 m2

Lounge chair, oak nature, leather cognac 75x80x74 cm 1,34 m2

Counter stool, oak smoked, leather black 44x48x84 cm 0,51 m2

Counter stool, oak nature, leather cognac 44x48x84 cm 0,51 m2

Bar stool, oak smoked, leather black 44x48x91 cm 0,51 m2

Bar stool, oak nature, leather cognac 44x48x91 cm 0,51 m2

MOQ for 
Made to order 
fabrics:

4 pcs

YUUGA chair collection Designed by TOOLS®

Packing size: DxWxH

Bar stool 54x52,5x97,5 cm

Dining chair 55x53x85,5 cm

Lounge chair 85,5x82x80 cm
Packing size:  DxWxH

Dosina chair 60x52x90 cm

Dosina w armrest  60x52x90 cm

Packing size:  DxWxH

Dosina bar chair  60x53x115 cm

Dosina counter chair  50x56x105 cm

Upholstery
consumption Upholstery

consumption 
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Shell:
Legs:
Seat height:
Seat depth:
Gliders:
Packing: 
Test & certification:

Polypropylene (PP), Black | White | Grey 
Powder coated steel, Black | White | Grey
45 cm  
42 cm
Plastic
Unupholstered chairs - Up to 4 pcs per box. Seat and fully upholstered chairs - 1 pcs per box
EN 16139 - L2 Extreme use

COMBO chair collection DxWxH Mtr.

Chair, black 48x52x82 cm

Chair, white 48x52x82 cm

Chair, grey 48x52x82 cm

Combo seat upholstery, white 48x52x82 cm 0,30

Combo seat upholstery, black 48x52x82 cm 0,30

Combo full upholstery, white 48x52x82 cm 1,15

Combo full upholstery, black 48x52x82 cm 1,15

Felt gliders 4 pcs

Fast track: 
(stock)

Shell: Black | White | Grey
Seat upholstered: black / Joint col. 200, black | white / Joint col. 600, grey
Fully upholstered: black / Joint col. 200, black | white / Joint col. 600, grey

MOQ for Made to order fabrics: 4 pcs

COMBO chair collection Designed by ARDE LAZE lounge chair and footstool  Designed by ARDE

Seat:
Back:
Legs:
Seat height:
Note:

Foam and fibers
Foam and fibers
Powder coated aluminium, black
41 cm
Made to order in any textile and COM textile

Fast track: 

(stock)

Blend col. 0074, grey

LAZE DxWxH Mtr.

High Lounge Chair 77x76x115 cm 3,95

Footstool 52x62x40,5 cm 0,94

Packing size: DxWxH

Chair 65x52x85 cm

Packing size: DxWxH

Chair 80x80,5x12,60 cm

Footstool 56x66x53 cm

Upholstery
consumption 

Upholstery
consumption 
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Top:
Legs and base: 
Seat depth: 
Seat height:
Test & certification:
Note:

Fast track: (stock)

High density foam
Solid Oak nature oiled | Solid stained smoked oak oiled 
57 cm
43 cm
FSC certified wood
Made to order in any textile and COM textile

All versions in Oak nature / Joint col. 604 grey smoked oak / Joint col. 603 brown

PHANTOM sofa and armchair DxWxH Mtr.

Chair, Smoked oak 70,8x98x81,5 cm 4

Chair, Nature oak 70,8x98x81,5 cm 4

2 seater, Smoked oak 70,8x165x81,5 cm 6

2 seater, Nature oak 70,8x165x81,5 cm 6

2 seater with table, Smoked oak 70,8x212x81,5 cm 6

2 seater with table, Nature oak 70,8x212x81,5 cm 6

3 seater, Smoked oak 70,8x200x81,5 cm 8

3 seater, Nature oak 70,8x200x81,5 cm 8

PHANTOM sofa and armchair Designed by TOOLS®

Top solid oak:
Top Ceramic:
Legs:
Height:
Delivery:
Test & certification:

Oak black stained oiled | Oak smoke stained oiled | Oak nature oiled | Oak nature white oiled
Ceramic Grey I Ceramic Black I Ceramic Beige
Powder coated recycled aluminium, black
35 cm og 42 cm
Assemply on site
FSC certified wood

*Top without milling

SAVOYE coffee table Size

Table round, solid oak smoked stained oiled Ø60 cm

Table round, solid oak nature oiled Ø60 cm

Table round, solid oak nature white oiled Ø60 cm

Table round, solid oak black stained oiled Ø60 cm

Table round, solid oak smoked stained oiled Ø90 cm

Table round, solid oak nature oiled Ø90 cm

Table round, solid oak nature white oiled Ø90 cm

Table round, solid oak black stained oiled Ø90 cm

Table rectangular, solid oak smoked stained oiled 50x120 cm

Table rectangular, solid oak nature oiled 50x120 cm

Table rectangular, solid oak nature white oiled 50x120 cm

Table rectangular, solid black stained oiled 50x120 cm

Table round, Ceramic grey* Ø60 cm

Table round, Ceramic black* Ø60 cm

Table round, Ceramic beige* Ø60 cm

Table round, Ceramic grey* Ø90 cm

Table round, Ceramic black* Ø90 cm

Table round, Ceramic beige* Ø90 cm

Table rectangular, Ceramic grey* 50x120 cm

Table rectangular, Ceramic black* 50x120 cm

Table rectangular, Ceramic beige* 50x120 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

SAVOYE coffee table Designed by ARDE

Packing size: DxWxH

Chair 100x75x84 cm

2 seater 68x75x84 cm

2 seater with table 210x75x84 cm

3 seater 200x75x84 cm

Packing size: DxWxH

Table round Ø60 cm 64x64x8 cm

Table round Ø90 cm 94x94x8 cm

Table rectangular 124x54x8 cm

Table round, Ceramic Ø60 cm 64x64x7 cm

Table round, Ceramic Ø90 cm 94x94x7 cm

Table rectangular, Ceramic 50x120 cm 124x54x7 cm

Upholstery
consumption 
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Packing size: DxWxH

Shelves Large set 178x31x9 cm

Shelves Small set 81x21x9 cm

Big shelf 85x33x25 cm

Small shelf 85x28x25 cm

Long stringer 175x18x15 cm

Small stringer 75x18x15 cm

Bedside shelf 39x32x16,5 cm

Drawer 80 cm 81,5x32x16,5 cm

Drawer 50 cm 52x32xx16,5 cm

M
in. 2

2
 cm

M
in. 2

2
 cm

7 cm

Measures:
Height  87 cm
Width  81 cm
Depth  35 cm
TV resting shelf  7 cm
Height to resting shelf  23 cm

Eva Solo Carry TV
Fits TV sizes 40’’ – 65’

2
3

 c
m

8
7
 c

m

81 cm 35 cm

Stainless steel

Brushed | Powder coated black

23 cm

Leather straps

40”-65”

CARRY TV stand DxWxH

Brushed 35x81x87 cm

Brushed with castors 38x81x92 cm

Powder coated, black 35x81x87 cm

Powder coated, black with castors 38x81x92 cm

Pocket, black 36x52x2 cm

CARRY TV stand Designed by 3Part

A B C

Strengers:
Shelf:

Solid oak nature lacquer | Solid oak smoked lacquer
Powder coated steel

DxH

A= 160x170 cm

B= 120x237,5 cm

C= 160x67,5 cm

A B C

SMILE shelving system Size

Smile set Large (4 kll.), Nature/grey (2string/4shelv)

Smile set Small (3 kll.), Nature grey (2string/2shelv)

Smile big shelf, black set 79,6x30 cm

Smile big shelf, grey set 79,6x30 cm

Smile Small shelf, black set 79,6x20 cm

Smile Small shelf, grey set 79,6x20 cm

Smile Long Stringer, Nature 170 cm

Smile Long Stringer, Smoked 170 cm

Smile Short Stringer, Nature 67,5 cm

Smile Short Stringer, Smoked 67,5 cm

Smile set Small (3 kll.), Smoked/black (2string/2shelv)

Smile set Large (4 kll.), Smoked/black (2string/4shelv)

Bedside shelf, 2 stringers, 1 drawer, 1 small shelf, Nature oak/ grey 36,5x32,5x42 cm

Bedside shelf, 2 stringers, 1 drawer, 1 small shelf, Smoked oak/black 36,5x32,5x42 cm

Drawer 80 cm, Smoked oak/black 80x30x47 cm

Drawer 80 cm, Nature oil/grey 80x30x47 cm

Drawer 50 cm, Nature oil/grey 50x30x47 cm

Drawer 50 cm, Smoked oak/black 50x30x47 cm

SMILE shelving system Designed by TOOLS®

Packing size: DxWxH

TV stand 88x14,3x83,6cm

Pocket 53x21x3 cm

Material:

Versions:

Ledge hight: 

Included:

TV sizes:

NEW

NEW
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Top Laminate:
Top Veneer:
Legs:
Delivery:
Test & certification:

Black | White | Grey
Oak nature lacquer | Oak smoked stained lacquer
Powder coated recycled aluminium, Black | White
Assemply on site
FSC certified wood

MORE WxLxH

Dining table, Laminate black | black 100x220/320x74 cm

Dining table, Laminate white | black 100x220/320x74 cm

Dining table, Laminate grey | black 100x220/320x74 cm

Dining table, veneer oak nature | black 100x220/320x74 cm

Dining table, veneer oak smoked | black 100x220/320x74 cm

MORE table Designed by ARDETAFFEL table Designed by Thomas Pedersen

Table top:
Legs:
Colors:
Delivery:

Linoleum and plywood
Powder coated steel, black
Nero (black)
Assemply on site

H: 105 x L: 200 x W: 60 cm H: 95 x L: 200 x W: 90 cm

Table top:
Legs:
Colors:

Delivery:

Linoleum and plywood
Powder coated steel, black
Nero (black)
Pebble (sand)
Conifer (dark green) 
Burugundy (dark red)
Assemply on site

TAFFEL table WxLxH

Dining table, black 90x150/210x74 cm

Dining table, pebble 90x150/210x74 cm

Dining table, conifer 90x150/210x74 cm

Dining table, burugundy 90x150/210x74 cm

Dining table, black 90x200/320x74 cm

Dining table, pebble 90x200/320x74 cm

Dining table, conifer 90x200/320x74 cm

Dining table, burugundy 90x200/320x74 cm

Dining table, black 90x250/370x74 cm

Dining table, pebble 90x250/370x74 cm

Dining table, conifer 90x250/370x74 cm

Dining table, burugundy 90x250/370x74 cm

370 cm

250 cm

320 cm

200 cm

210 cm

150 cm

Taffel high table

Packing size: DxWxH

Table 150/210x74 cm 153x92,5x80 cm

Table 200/320x74 cm 205x92,5x80 cm

Table 250/370x74 cm 251x93,5x80 cm

High table 204x63x14 cm

High table 204x93x14 cm

Packing size: DxWxH

Table: 255x125x14 cm
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FIRE PITS Size Material

FireGlobe, fireplace Ø 64 cm Aluminium, enamelled steel

FireGlobe, grill grid Ø 38 cm Enamelled steel

FireGlobe, log holder Ø 52 cm Powdercoated steel

FIRE PITS Size Material

FireSpot, grill with grid 38x43 cm H90 cm Corten steel, stainless steel

FIRE PITS Size Material

FireCube, fireplace 45x45x45 cm Corten steel

FireCube, grill grid 44,5x46 cm Stainless steel

FIRE PITS Size Material

FireCylinder, fireplace Ø 30,5 x H 66,5 cm Corten steel

FireCylinder, grill grid Ø 29,5 cm Stainless steel

FIRE PITS FIRE PITS

FIRE PITS Size Material

FireBox, garden wood burner H 125 cm Corten steel

Packing size: DxWxH

FireGlobe fireplace 68,5x69,8x35,3 cm

FireGlobe grill grid 49,5x64,8x9,1 cm

FireGlobe log holder 15,9x53,5x53,7 cm

FireCylinder fireplace 32,5x33,2x69,9 cm

Grid FireCylinder fireplace 30,0x30,4x3,8 cm

FireSpot grill 35,6x44,8x91,3 cm

Packing size: DxWxH

FireCube fireplace 46,7x47,2x47,5 cm

Grid FireCube fireplace 44,5x46,9x3,7 cm

FireBox garden wood burner 39,0x44,2x127,2 cm
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Eva Solo A/S 

Måløv Teknikerby 18-20 

DK-2760 Måløv 

Denmark 

Tel: +45 36 73 20 60   

Email: furniture@evasolo.com

Website: evasolo.com
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